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      To become a center of excellence in the field of computer
science and engineering  through high quality education and
produce intellectual computer engineers for industry and
research.

VISION

MISSION
1) To provide fundamental knowledge in science,
mathematics, management and  environmental subjects.

2) To impart in-depth knowledge in core computer
science and engineering  theory and laboratory  courses.

3) To train students to enhance their problem-solving
and programming skills.

4) To expose students to emerging technologies  and
tools in the field of computing.

VISION & MISSION









            A seminar on “Opportunities and Scope for Higher
studies” was delivered to  CSE-II year students.  An
overview about various higher studies opportunities such
as M.E/ M. Tech/ M.S, MBA and Ph.D was detailed to
students.  
             The speaker (Dr. T. Vigneshwari, Associate
Professor, Dept of CSE) created awareness about time
line, syllabus and question paper pattern for the
qualifying exams such as GATE/TANCET/ CAT/ GMAT.
This seminar also served as an eye opener for the job
opportunities available after completing the courses
discussed with the students.  

CAREER GUIDANCE



*Elite-Gold securers*



NSS

We also serve PEOPLE......



Live through others



 MOBILE ADDICTION

You can not do big things, if you are
distracted by small things.

-Sabeer Ahmed .S, 

2nd Yr CSE B



CERTIFICATIONS

For presenting a paper..



..Mind Crashers..

..Java Training..



 *DOODLE *

-Vishnu Priya .S,

                        2nd Yr CSE B



ACTIVITIES

Implementing Artificial Intelligence
through mime and role play....





Our 3rd year students, had organized teams and
performed activities such as mime and role play which
enhances their knowledge on Artificial Intelligence and

their active participation 







GROUP ACTIVITY





ALUMNI ACHIEVEMENT

           OUR ALUMINI JASMINE BANU (BATCH 1999-
2002) - DOCTORAL SCHOLAR AT IIT MADRAS HAVE
PRESENTED THE PAPER IN EASTERN ACADEMY OF
MANAGEMENT IN 59TH ANNUAL MEETING ,2022.

SHE PRESENTED A PAPER ON THE TOPIC OF
"WOMEN ENTERPRENEURSHIP AND THEIR WORK
FAMILY INTERFACE; A SYSTEMIC LITERATURE
REVIEW OF A GROWING RESEARCH"



       PyScript brings Python into the
browser, more easily than ever.  A
new project from Anaconda
delivers the Python runtime in a
web page, via a single JS include,
and with access to many popular
Python packages.Say Hello to PyScript

           PyScript is a framework that allows users to create rich
Python applications in the browser using HTML's interface and
the power of Pyodide, WASM, and modern web technologies.
The PyScript framework provides users at every experience
level with access to an expressive, easy-to-learn programming
language with countless applications.

Allows us to use Python and its vast ecosystem of libraries
(including NumPy, pandas, scikit-learn) from within the
browser.
By using environment management users can decide
which packages and files are available when running the
page’s code.

What is the magic behind PyScript?
          PyScript is currently built on Pyodide, which is a “port of
CPython to WebAssembly/Emscripten.” PyScript supports
writing and running Python code in a browser, and it will
provide support for other languages in the future. 
PyScript — unleash the power of Python in your browser

PyScript - Sailesh .S, 2nd Yr CSE B 

https://pyodide.org/en/stable/
https://webassembly.org/
http://pyodide.org/


We can use some of the curated UI components out-of-the-
box, for example: buttons, containers, text boxes, etc.
We do not have to worry about deployment as with
PyScript everything will happen in our web browsers. As
data scientists, we could share HTML files containing
dashboards and/or models with our stakeholders, who will
be able to run those in their browsers without any
complicated setup.

Narrow down the need for language set: Web developers
need a diverse set of programming languages, such as
HTML, JavaScript and any backend language like Java or
Python. PyScript subsumes to learn such skills.
Create new roles and opportunities: Syntax of Python is so
easy, and anyone can learn and understand it quickly. So,
many new entrants will be attracted to it.

PyScript - Programming for Everyone: 2022 PyCon Keynote
                                           By: Peter Wang
            In his keynote address at PyCon US 2022, Anaconda
CEO Peter Wang introduced PyScript – a framework that
allows users to create rich Python applications in the browser
using a mix of Python with standard HTML. PyScript aims to
give users a first-class programming language that has
consistent styling rules, is more expressive, and is easier to
learn. 
                                            Opportunities
            PyScript has the potential to be as popular as
Javascript in the web developer community. Sachin lists down
some opportunities PyScript can bring in:

https://www.anaconda.com/leadership


Scope of cutting edge innovation: Many innovative products
don’t take shape just because people are not exposed to
frontend language.
Explore new dimensions of AI: Python is the default
language for AI/ML solutions. PyScript can create a new
milestone in the field of AI, which has not been explored yet.

Sachin adds, “It’s a new offering. It might face adaptation
issues in the development community. Compared to JavaScript,
it lacks in large public libraries.”



    Search deployed                 
            by,
        Shwetha .A

     Hurry!  Mail your findings to 
            vinothknr1@gmail.com

 Winners will be announced  
on Next Magazine.

WORD SEARCH

      One who get the maximum number of possible
computer and technology related terms will be the
contest winner! 
                              Maximum possible word count: 20



KNOW IT!

(Answer for previous crossword puzzle)

1) Bloatware
2) Joy stick
3) Interface
4) Shell

 Previous Contest winners!

Deebu Rubiya .E, 3rd Yr CSE A.
Akshaya .G, 3rd Yr CSE A.
Shwetha .A, 2nd Yr CSE B.

Magazine Editors

SHWETHA .A,
                          2nd Yr.
VINOTH KUMAR .M,
                            3rd Yr.


